Secure your bank‘s
future with Assisto
a customizable multilingual
chatbot for banking

What is a chatbot?
Why are they becoming so popular?

Today’s customers...
want more, now:
Consumers are used to compelling content and intense experiences.
They expect instant replies, casual exchanges and a personalized approach.

trust existing IM platforms:
Statistics show that smartphone users concentrate generally on 5 apps,
the majority of which are IM platforms such as Facebook Messenger,
Viber and WhatsApp.

have other choices:
Spoiled by available options consumers want convenience and
innovation. They know they need banking, but with greater ease
of use.

have a loud voice:
Consumer feedback gets traction via Social Media. Bad
experiences echo online and can cause permanent damage
to any brand in question.

drive tech upgrades:
By moving from browsers to Instant Messaging,
customers force banks to adapt their costly systems to
popular new platforms.

Today’s customers are in control.
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Todays' banks
are under pressure.
Innovative digital technologies are disrupting classic
financial services, lowering transaction costs.
Many micro innovators challenge the old-school
incumbents, moving into their traditional territory.
New regulations level the playing field for banks and
FinTech startups. And proactive banks work with such
startups, aiming to keep control.
Global investments into FinTech solutions look set to
reach $20 billion in 2018, growing over 10% YOY.
The need to enhance user convenience and welcome
competition presents many new security challenges.

Today's banks face many risks.
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Banks can turn risks into
advantages, quickly and easily.
Comtrade Digital Services helps banks extend their services to
Instant Messaging platforms, ensuring they stay connected to
their digitally-savvy customers.
Bank accounts can be accessed by simply adding their bank's public
account to their conversations list, on the IM platform of their choice.

Customers can carry out secure banking activities - transfer funds,
check account balances, exchange currencies and access other
services - effortlessly, with just a click of a button.

Comtrade Digital Services make all
this possible through Assisto,
a customizable multilingual
chatbot for banking.
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Assisto Starter
Pack features:

Account
overview

Payment orders
overview

Moving money
(pay, ask for, templates)

Currency
exchange

Quick payment
templates

Smart offering engine
(quick add-on of new
services)

 Access a vast volume of users

 Cross-sell with partners

 Up-sell additional services

 Service your customers

 Acquire younger customers

 Create a new business channel
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Assisto integration
Our Instant Messaging banking solution can be implemented on various social platforms and enables
the same functionalities as a mobile bank.

Fast implementation, based on a Unified API Platform
Viber Public
Account

Mobile
Banking

E-banking

Mobile
Wallet

Unified API layer
Business logic layer
Integration layer

LEGACY CORE
BANKING SYSTEMS

Open Banking API ecosystem aims to simplify and
accelerate the process of delivering open banking by
providing APIs that are ready for immediate use, along
with the computing infrastructure, to support internal
and external innovation.
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FinTech

 Assisto’s security features

Authentication
Access to user’s financial data is secured via an
innovative 2-factor authentication protocol,
which still remains easy for the user, providing
a smooth experience.

Activation
The activation process securely links the user’s
IM identity with his or her digital identity.
Multiple-factor authentication is used, involving
the user’s digital banking credentials, one-time
activation codes and out-of-band verification.
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Assisto is PSD2-ready
The Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) introduces,
for the first time, security requirements into EU law. It redefines
interoperability, security, and liability rules across EU.
Among other goals, the Directive seeks to strengthen the security of
payment transactions and of the operations of payment services
providers. It also promotes customer convenience and protection.
We have developed Assisto balancing these key requirements. On
the one hand, Assisto’s innovative security measures introduced
to protect the users’ accounts and their individual transactions,
are fully PSD2-compliant. On the other hand, Assisto’s
conversational interface remains convenient and effortless to
users.
We worked hard to harmonize these contrasting objectives
and deliver a seamless experience to our banking clients
and their users alike.
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The future is now
Revolutions don’t occur in business very often. And this is one of those precious
moments. Never before could companies truly communicate with individual
consumers. And now they can. Now, any brand and business can assume a
personality, play a role, and be seen as more than just an inert product or service.

And indeed, you can too. Now, your institution can:
 Embrace digital innovation head on and quickly
 Retain customers and boost branding,
with funky, lively, fully secure chats
 Lower your fees, but not your guard
(and stay PSD2-compliant)
 Extend instant banking to spontaneous
Millennials
 Up-sell and cross-sell more services,
without ever hard-selling
 Have secure one-on-one conversations with
your customers, in as little as two-months’ time
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Assisto‘s look & feel
Our banking chatbot can easily be customized
in line with your specifications, via the management console.
MENU

COLORS

Has an easily

Can be matched to

adaptable structure

your brand‘s standards

STICKERS
Form a part of conversation
and serve as light entertainment

User levels
Followers
on Public
Account

receive instant
messages from
the Bank, but
without interaction
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Registered
users

Activated
users

signed up for a 2-way
IM communication
(as the Bank’s existing
customers, or new users)

access their bank’s
account via the IM
platform routinely

sm,

“Most banks have legacy systems

“We want to use technology to personalize the user experience
for our increasingly tech-savvy customer base and myRyanair (application)
release products quickly is a
istovery
strategic and central to that vision. Our partnership with Comtrade
challenge.
We
help our clients
release
was fundamental
to turnin
products
onand
a weekly
basis.”i
th
the team’s
expertise,
nnovation
unwaveri
Comtrade has helped Ryanair lay the foundations for the future.”
that are 20 to 30 years old. For them

Oliver Lynch
Business Development Director
Comtrade Digital Services

John Hurley, CTO, Ryanair

Speed indeed
Thanks to agile methodology
and our 25 years of experience in
banking software development,
banks can have our
Assisto’s Starter Pack up and running
in just 6 -10 weeks’ time.
The users’ response is equally swift.
Banks that have implemented
Assisto their report logon numbers
exceed 100,000 - within the first few
weeks of deployment.
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25+

Creating value
through partnership
Comtrade Digital Services provides
strategic software engineering
services and solutions. For over 25
years, we have enabled companies
from various industries to innovate
faster and reinvent their business
models digitally, by using agile
development methodologies,
innovative technology and our
business acumen.

years of
development work

1.5K+

Employees worldwide

The best way to find out more
about Assisto is to see it in action.
Please contact us to get better
acquainted with one of the best
banking chatbots solutions
available.
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Comtrade Digital Services Limited
23 Priory Hall, Stillorgan road
Stillorgan, Co. Dublin, Ireland
info.ie@comtrade.com

offices worldwide

900+
satisfied customers

$330m
www.comtradedigital.com

in annual revenues

